
September 1, 2016 
 

At the August 19 regular PAC meeting, Krista Hepford presented her concept for an exterior mural for Abby’s Carpet and Floors at 

1668 Siskiyou Blvd.  Building owner Eric Austad attended the meeting and is supportive of the project.   After the presentation, the 

PAC asked Hepford to provide the following to Seltzer to complete the application packet.  
1. A professional resume including documented experience  

[photos/drawings] designing and executing previous mural projects of the scale proposed in the application 

2. A drawing scaled to illustrate how the proposed mural concept will be drawn on the wall 

3. A revised updated budget with more detail. 

 
Other concerns : 

Wall preparation and transfer of gridded design to the wall 

1) Please research and provide the industry standard on best practices for wall preparation to permanently adhere stone, 

tile and wood to an exterior vertical wall. If paint is deemed a barrier to good adhesion of the materials to the wall, 

applicant should paint the wall after adhering the design materials.   

Paint as a barrier to attaching materials is a non-issue.  After discussing the issue of the columns and drain pipes that 

stick out with a construction specialist that has agreed to oversee the project, we will be making the heads and arms on 

a flat surface and then attaching them with cement bolts and brackets so that they line up with the columns which 

protrude 6 inches from the wall.   This means all paint can be done and then flat sections of tile work can be raised into 

place – all 6 inches from the wall for an even surface.  

 

 

2) Please describe the process you will use to transfer the scaled gridded image to the wall.  

I have a ½ inch = 1ft scaled drawing and I will follow that to paint the background and cut base patterns for the faces 

and arms from wood which will be water protected by roofing material.  For example, the long streetway begins at 

exactly eight and a half feet in from the left bottom corner and ends at the upper right corner eleven and a half feet in 

from that side and seven and a half feet down from the top.  I also have a very basic 3 ft. grid to help scale up the faces 

by looking at a 3foot square section at a time as needed. 

 

Concerns and requests related to adhesive and wall preparation 

1) Please provide industry standard specifications for adhesives and grout to be used in an exterior application with each 

of the proposed materials.   Here is a link to industry standard specifications on tile and grout materials for many 

situations: http://www.larsenbuildingproducts.com/fs/doc/Larsen%20Tiling%20Brochure%202010.pdf  I intend to follow 

guidelines as I choose adhesives and grouts in the updated budget. 

 

Materials 

1) Please use porcelain tile and other materials suitable for exterior use; interior ceramic products should not be used if 

not suited for exterior application.  The professionals at Abby Carpet and Floor are selecting only porcelain, stone and 

heavy duty glass tiles for exterior use. 

2) Please use treated wood suitable for exterior use rather than wood solely suited to interior projects. 

Treated wood will be used for underlayment or another such substance that is waterproof such as hardy-board (used in 

showers but lighter than cement board).  The hands of the figures were the area of concern and a solution has been 

found for that.  We want all visible material to be reclaimed or sold from Abbey Carpet and Floor so we found a 

material that looks like wood but is a waterproof material more similar to a flexible rubber or plastic called mylar.  It 

was used for the name and phone number on the wood awning and is unchanged.  Mylar is very durable.  I will attach a 

photo and have a sample at the meeting. 

3) Please describe how you will ensure that sharp edges of materials (broken porcelain, stone) are not exposed.   The 

grout covers these edges.  I will attach a photo of an example. 

 

Volunteers and Professional Oversight 

1) Please inform the PAC who will provide professional oversight & guidance.  I have decided to only enlist the 

assistance of local artists with the help of Dee Perez at the Ashland Art Center who is allowing me to send out a call to 

artists.  Karen Rychek has agreed to guide as needed and has not only done a mural but also a large mosaic in Talent, 

OR.  541-621-6239   http://missmosaic.com   She was recommended to me by Denise Baxter formerly of the AAC. 

 
I have also enlisted the help of a former construction company owner, Mr. Daryl Meyerhoff of Meyerhoff Construction 

who is now retired and willing to bless this project with his knowledge.  541-499-1695   

 

In addition, I will naturally rely on the very capable guidance of the professionals at Abbey Carpet & Floor who have 

done interior and exterior installations of these types of materials.   

http://www.larsenbuildingproducts.com/fs/doc/Larsen%20Tiling%20Brochure%202010.pdf
http://missmosaic.com/


 

  K R I S T A    H E P F O R D 
 

 

EXPERIENCE 
 

Owner - Art Workshops & Sales   kdhstudios.com  

2004-current 

 

 

Online Art Program Designer/Teacher,  U.S.D. #497 – Lawrence Virtual School 

Team Leader & Activities Director   Lawrence, KS  2007-2012 

 

    

   Photography  &     U.S.D. #501 – Topeka High School, KS 

   Virtual Art Instructor    U.S.D. #497 – LVS  2006-2007 

 

 

   Production & Design Mgr.   Creative Images Photography Studio 

         Lawrence, Ks   2003-2005 

 

 

   SHS – Art Teacher    U.S.D. #76 – Salome High School 

         Salome, AZ 1998-2001 

 

 

   Repair/Remodel Assistant   Dome’s Handy Man Services 

         Rogers, AR  1987-1989 
 

 

 

 

 

 

CREDENTIALS 
   State of Oregon Certification K-12 

   March 2016    

 
State of Kansas Certification K-12 

   February 1997 renewed: March 2001-15 

 

   State of Arizona Secondary Certification 

   March 1999 

 

 

EDUCATION 
 

   December 1996 Bachelor of Art: Interior Design 

Fort Hays State University      

 

December 1997 & 2004 (online) 

Bachelor of Arts: Education (Art) K-12  

   Fort Hays State University       

 

 

AWARDS   

               

Selected for NAEA national conference presentation spring ’13 

KPPA photographer award     winter ‘04 

Five-state digital imaging award    spring ‘98 

 
 



 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY DETAIL 
 

Community+ responsibilities over the years:    

   Americorp * Art Club & Senior Sponsor  *Ashland Independent Film Festival Photographer 

North Mountain Park teacher* Food Bank Volunteer * Jackson Fuel Committee Volunteer*  

Ashland Public Art Commissioner 

 

 

   Art Instructor/Developer - Lawrence Virtual School 
   > innovate ways to teach art on-line 

   > build & conduct art classes in a virtual classroom environment 

   > budgeted and helped build dark room and graphics lab 

> design the first interactive studio art classes on-line for virtual schools 

> create a virtual art studio with webcams for visual interaction    

   > feature students in State and National art shows 

   

        
   Awarded prize by University of Kansas for Rain Barrel Environmental Art Project  

   Students featured in the Earth Day parade. 

 

    
   Several of my students have garnered national and international awards over the years.   

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

ADDITIONAL PERTENENT SKILLS  

 
 Architectural Drawing 

 Remodeling wall reconstruction 

 Tile design and installation 

 Variety of power tools including: circular saw, jig, power drill, etc. 

 Armature building and stage prop construction 

 Concrete stripping and staining 

 Sign building  

 General repair work 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teaching Scale:  
This artwork was scaled 

from a 5x7 inch photo to a 

20x28 inch artwork which 

was then selected for 

display by the Kansas State 

Capitol for Youth Art Month. 



 

Work Examples: 
 

 
 

Business awning built at the current site for the requested mural 

7’ x 10’ salvaged flooring 

Abbey Carpet & Floor 

Ashland, OR  

2015 

 

    
                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pompeii Before the Destruction 

(Reconstructed villa from a photo of ruins  

The Butler-Perozzi fountain from Lithia Park  

In Ashland, Oregon graces the center.) 2016 
 

 

 



 

 

 

    

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public Mural 

Sip N Spin Bar & Laundry  

Hays, Kansas 

14 x 27 feet 

Exterior acrylic with metal and wood sign 

1998  

 

 

 

Recent remodel job showing tile/rock cutting skills... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Experienced in a variety of mediums…  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I realize not all of my work is large but  

It is all very high quality because I care  

about small details and have no problem  

sizing things.  I do like to have help with 

large projects because time is a factor  

with larger pieces. 

 

 

 

     Mixed media piece  

     made from reclaimed 

     materials from Abbey 

                 Carpet & Floor  2’ x 2’ 

2016 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Custom made coffee table and gaming table tops  

Private buyer 

Wood, acrylic and metal   2.5’ x  5.5’ and 24” x28” respectively 



 

Revised Mural Proposal           02/17/2017 

 

Project Name:  UPLIFTING 

Artist: Krista Hepford 

Concept:  Design a mural with a positive message that varies based on the viewer.  It will be made in a 

mosaic style with ceramic, stone and wood materials left over from interior design jobs done by Abbey Carpet 

& Floor, thereby saving those items from being sent to a landfill. 

Theme:  “Uplifting” is an image of one person in a higher position on the wall offering a hand to a person in 

the lower right position on the wall.  The hands are in the moment just before clasping.  It is a simple, yet 

elegant display of encouragement that is a positive message though the message may vary to the viewer:  It 

could be as simple as a person helping someone up, asking someone to dance, assisting someone less 

fortunate, heavenly guidance…  Any of these are plausible, yet the positive thought is evident throughout any 

interpretation.  The background will be a simple tone on tone street scene of basic line and shape with little 

detail so as not to detract from the foreground image.  This places the figures in a community.  I feel that 

Ashland is a place where we celebrate the individual spirit – encouraging each other to try - while also 

supporting each other in our successes and failures.  It is evident in the owner operated businesses, the 

inventive activities and the charitable events.  It’s my one word for Ashland: Uplifting 

 

Scale:  The design will cover the front two panels (18’8” x 17’) of the wall facing Siskiyou Blvd. with the 

background color to extend to the full wall since it can all be seen from the street and will need this for unity 

and to keep from detracting from the artwork.   A 3ft square scale and ½” scale have been provided.  These 

provide the artist with measurements to place the design. 

 

Color:  The concrete wall will be cleaned  and painted with exterior paint in colors that are earth toned with 

the main color being a soft yellow stone similar to the business across the street (House of Tai), the two story 

office building nearby, the hotel downtown, the bridges out on Hwy 5, etc. building on that unifying color 

foundation.    (The name of one of the paint colors is actually called uplifting which assisted with the name of 

the image.)  Colors of ceramic, stone, and wood-looking mylar adhered to create the two figures will vary due 

to the nature of using left over supplies from interior jobs, but in general will be varying shades of earth tones.  

Some accents of color may be added if available.   

Material/Texture:  The materials left from interior jobs are usually beautiful pieces of marble, ceramic tiling, 

and wood flooring that can be broken or carved to suit.  The pieces will be adhered to the wall with the usual 

tile/floor adhesive and spaces in between will be grouted to make sure there are no sharp edges and that the 

piece is weather proofed.  Any wood will be varnish protected with a urethane that is suitable for outdoor 

weather. 



Content:  The image is suitable for public display in that it is symbolic and beautiful without any political, 

religious or commercial intent.   

Social Dynamic: 

An artwork in this area could really lift community pride here.  There are already several people in the area 

that I have talked to who want to chip in to support the creation of this mural.  The idea of some of the 

cultural wanderers coming this way from downtown is exciting to business owners as well.  Even people that 

live in Ashland are unaware of what is available this side of Siskiyou.  People that don’t usually come this way 

could possibly come to see the mural and notice all the area has to offer.  They could have lunch at a Thai 

restaurant, desert at the chocolate shop, find out where to repair/remodel things in their home, see available 

health alternatives or simply have slurpy from the local convenience store on a hot day as they gaze at the 

mural across the way.  The proposed mural is multicultural in that there will be many earth tones used to 

create the figures.  There is a need in the world right now to express a message of kindness and acceptance.  

The message of “Uplifting” is a positive message that will remind Ashlanders and travelers that we are all 

connected and it is good to help one another. 

 

Historical/geographic/cultural relationship: 

This area of town is an underserved neighborhood in regard to art in Ashland.  It is another south entrance to 

the city that is well traveled.  (It was my first image of Ashland as I drove a moving truck here 4 years ago.)  

The image it gives is a bit commercial looking in that it has a convenience store and appliance repair along 

with several other owner operated office businesses.  However, there is a common hue on the exterior of 

many buildings in the proposed location.  The choice of the background for “Uplifting” was based on this and 

on the unity it would bring to the community by reflecting the similar color of the highway bridges and 

downtown hotel.  At the moment, it doesn’t seem to have a lot of history, being more of an expansion of the 

town than a planned cultural center.  The idea is to spread the culture from downtown out in other directions. 

 

Maintenance & Durability: 

Porcelain tile, stone and mylar are some of the most durable materials around.  In fact, most of the items used 

for this mural won’t require maintenance at all because they are supplies we use to build and enhance our 

homes.  Paint can be refreshed when the time comes.  However, this wall faces the morning sun so it does not 

get the harsh light of the late afternoon on it.  Overall, this will be a very durable and easy to maintain piece.   

It will also be easy to remove if desired in the future as we will be using brackets and bolts to connect the 

mosaic part of the art to the wall rather than adhering it directly.   

One thing I did not see mentioned in your package is vandalism.  I know this to be a concern and currently the 

wall has evidence of spray paint on it.  Beautifying a wall tends to deter this but should it occur, removal of 

paint from tile or mylar can be done or the pieces can be removed and replaced.  The area businesses are 

interested in having the mural lit to brighten up the neighborhood at night.  This would also assist in that 

protection as any vandals would not have the coverage of the night.   

 



 

Process:  

 

Stage 1: Under Painting – Clean and prep wall for paint.  

 

Stage 2: Tarp, tape and base –Protect awning and other areas not to be painted.  Spray 

base color on full wall.  Paint basic shape angles of a street in a similar background tone.   

 

Stage 3: Draw & Cut – Draw to scale mosaic part of design (faces, arms, hands) onto 

underlayment .  Draw contour lines to follow with art medium (tiles, mylar)  Cut into 

workable sections to be attached to wall with brackets and supports. 

 

Stage 4: Build - Begin cutting/breaking art medium to design.  Layout on underlayment 

with measured spacers before attaching permanently with weatherproof adhesive.  Drill 

holes in underlayment for attachment to brackets and leave front tile out to cover after 

attached.  Grout to permanently protect material edges and remove sharpness. 

 

Stage 5: Attach – Drill holes and attach brackets to concrete wall with wedge 

anchors/concrete screws.  Line up sections of mosaic and connect to brackets through 

pre-drilled holes.  Cover with tile and grout if possible to hide bolt connection on the front 

side. 

 

Finalizing - Weather proof edges of underlayment as needed.   Add 3D features to 

community background (possibly metal window/door, ½ flower pot, etc.)   

 

 

 

 

 



Budget: 

 

Labor Cost Estimate       $5500.00 

 Prep wall/ base paint/ paint design/ mosaic-sculptural art 

 to span two panels size 18’ 8” x 17’ 

 

 

Supply Cost Estimate 

Porcelain tile, stone & mylar       $0 

Exterior Acrylic Paint: 6 gal. at $25.00 each     $ 150.00   

Laticrete 4237 All Weather Adhesive Additive with Urethane: 1 (5gal)   $ 125.00 
 

Laticrete Permicolor All Weather Grout: 2 ($57.95/50lb)   $ 115.90 

Simple Mat Tile Setting Roll for arrangement work 6 ($49.94/ea)  $ 299.64    

   

Underlayment (hardboard)       $120.00 

Anchors/Screws/Brackets:  

($1.27/anchor, $3/bracket, $17/box concrete screws)    $  50.00     

 

Optional lighting of artwork: not calculated     --------- 

(to be done at a later date)      

 

Total Project Cost Estimate:       $ 6360.54 

 

Minus building owner contribution                   ($ 1700.00) 

 

Remaining amount needed through grant  

assistance or fundraising:       $ 4660.54 

 

Local Fundraising :  

Deena Branson of Branson’s Chocolates has agreed to place an image of the proposed artwork on 

chocolate bars and sell them to raise money for this project.   

Molly Ramirez, owner of the building across the street and Ashland Acupuncture has agreed to host a 5K 

run to raise money for this project. 



Mural Presentation for Abbey Carpet & Floor to the 
Public Art Commission of Ashland, OR

K. Hepford
8-19-2016





Front two panels to have art image

Full wall to be colored with similar tone to artwork







Scale:  1” = 3’

17’

38’8”



More detailed ½ inch scale to work out exact size of features to be placed.



Other large works by artist…

Laundry bar patio



5x5 foot mural of Pompeii courtyard with Ashland fountain



Familiar with a variety of materials



Recent remodel showing various skills



Look may vary based on materials that are reclaimed 
but general earth tone color scheme, layout and theme will remain the same.
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